Wig wag wiring diagram

I cannot for the life of me, find one. I have 2 - 's Id love to convert over to flash, just can't find
the electronics to do so. I am the monster in your head I just built a variation of an astable
mulitvibrator circuit for my Marx crossing signal a few weeks ago This page shows a basic
circuit and an explanation of how it works:. Here's my stab at the simplest possible electronic
flasher. I just tacked one together; and it seems to work fine. I don't have any way to show you a
schematic; but I'll try to describe the circuit. I will put Radio Shack stock numbers in
parentheses. Get a bridge rectifier Connect the emitters, marked "E", of two 2N transistors to V-.
Connect one crossing-signal lamp, terminal 2, to the collector, marked "C" of one transistor, the
other lamp, terminal 3, to the collector of the other transistor. Do the same with another resistor
for the other transistor. Connect the positive terminal of another microfarad capacitor to the
collector of one transistor and the negative terminal to the base of the other transistor. Then do
the same, switching the roles of the two transistors. If the circuit flashes too slowly for you,
decrease the capacitance of the last two capacitors described; increase capacitance to slow it
down. An easy way to cut the speed in half is to put two more microfarad capacitors each in
parallel with one of the existing capacitors. I was going to take a stab at the build your own but I
can't get out of the house right now If I can get out, I'll try to get a breadboard and take a shot.
The Circuitron on e-bay looks interesting and the price with shipping is good I may go both
ways Thanks for the help, guys!! I've been trying to do this for a while, hopefully I can get it
done soon!! Bob, I have temporarily given up trying to get the second signal on my signal
bridge working properly and now have a electronic flasher question. I currently have three
flasher circuits in my layout, each built using your approach and all work properly. White had a
scenic road that crossed multiple tracks and submitted a schematic showing how to wire his
single two connector signal so it would operate whenever the train contacted either of two
isolated tracks. Now for the question. Can I do something similar using one flasher circuit to
control two signals, one on each of two parallel lines, each with an isolated track. You can
control one flasher circuit with any number of insulated control rails, all connected together, as
long as the outside rails of all the tracks are connected together. You can control multiple
signals with one flasher circuit as long as the lamp current does not exceed the transistor's
maxumum rating. A number lamp draws milliamperes at 14 volts, and the 2N transistor is rated
at milliamperes; so two signals using those lamps would overload the flasher circuit somewhat.
There is some small chance that the base current will not be enough to saturate these
transistors with a doubled collector current, even if that current comes nowhere near their
rating. In this case, an easy way out is to create a Darlington transistor from, for example, a
TIP31 and a 2N Then connect the emitter of the 2N to the base of the TIP Use the 2N's base as
the base of the Darlington combination and the emitter of the TIP31 as the emitter of the
Darlington. The combined collectors are the collector of the combination. This circuit has
super-high gain and should be able to drive several signals in parallel. Thank you for the
response, Bob. I have printed it for my records. I believe the most simple approach to avoid
exceeding the maximum rating for the 2N would be to try substituting the 2N and see what
happens. I will give it a try sometime during the week and report the results. I removed the
flasher circuit from my layout, substituted a 2N hard to find locally and reinstalled the circuit,
controlling only one signal for a trial. Rather than flash, both lamps lit and remained lit as long
as wheels were in contact with the isolated track. I removed the flasher circuit and reinstalled
the original 2N After placing the circuit back into the layout, both lamps once again remained lit.
Before I start substituting components to determine if one failed, I thought I would ask for an
opinion as to which may have failed. The transistors are by far the most likely to fail. But, since
you have already tried both types, they don't seem like the culprits. The next thing I would
suspect is a wiring problem, perhaps wires accidentally connected together. For example, a
short circuit between the collector of either transistor and the same transistor's base or emitter
would produce the symptoms you see. Another possibility is an open-circuited capacitor. I
picked up a couple 2N transistors today and installed them in the circuit. I must have exceeded
the voltage limit fooling around with the wiring and transformers. Has anyone else heard the
same story? They also have the 2N in stock. I have not heard if RadioShack stores are going to
stop stocking electronic parts, but would not be surprised if they do as they are in deep
financial trouble. It will be a sad day for us do-it-yourselfers if they stop selling parts or close
altogether. I too built LionelSoni's flasher circuit using RadioShack parts. Hi David, new to this
board. I read your comments about the flasher circuit board you have used for the Lionel and
was wondering if I could ask you for some help. Looking the circuit board you showed, can it
operate with an insulated tubular O guage track and can the switch from a tubular insulated
track go on the - side of the circuit board? Our community is FREE to join. To participate you
must either login or register for an account. Login or Register. Order Ascending Order
Descending. Posted by anjdevil2 on Saturday, April 20, PM. ADCX Rob. Member since February

From: Northview, Missouri posts. Member since January posts. Posted by dsmith on Sunday,
April 21, PM. Posted by lionelsoni on Monday, April 22, AM. Posted by anjdevil2 on Monday,
April 22, AM. Posted by anjdevil2 on Tuesday, April 23, PM. Here's what happened. Currently I'm
stuck at home and have plenty of time. I found a vendor that has the Lionel Highway Flasher. I
WILL be ordering more from him and soon. Prices are reasonable and shipping more than fair!!
Posted by rrswede on Saturday, April 26, PM. Thanks, Swede. Posted by lionelsoni on Sunday,
April 27, PM. Posted by rrswede on Sunday, April 27, PM. Thank you again, Swede. Posted by
rrswede on Thursday, May 22, PM. Posted by lionelsoni on Thursday, May 22, PM. Posted by
rrswede on Tuesday, June 3, PM. Member since March From: Tucson posts. Posted by webenda
on Wednesday, June 4, AM. Reference on RadioShack problems. Member since May 1 posts.
Join our Community! Search the Community. Find us on Facebook. Posted by JamesP on
Sunday, April 21, PM I just built a variation of an astable mulitvibrator circuit for my Marx
crossing signal a few weeks ago Bob Nelson Reply. Posted by rrswede on Saturday, April 26,
PM Bob, I have temporarily given up trying to get the second signal on my signal bridge
working properly and now have a electronic flasher question. Posted by lionelsoni on Sunday,
April 27, PM You can control one flasher circuit with any number of insulated control rails, all
connected together, as long as the outside rails of all the tracks are connected together. Posted
by rrswede on Thursday, May 22, PM I removed the flasher circuit from my layout, substituted a
2N hard to find locally and reinstalled the circuit, controlling only one signal for a trial. Thanks,
Swede Reply. Posted by lionelsoni on Thursday, May 22, PM The transistors are by far the most
likely to fail. Swede Reply. Vietnamvet Member since May 1 posts. Thanks Reply. To obtain the
most reliable operation of the wigwag the following features of maintenance and adjustment
must be observed. The mechanism is to be maintained in an approximately level position.
Movable Finger Contact - Ref. Excessive play can be corrected only by replacement of worn
parts. When replacing movable finger, pivot pin or bracket be sure that pivot pin is clean and
polished and that movable finger swings freely with no tendency to bind. Also, be sure that
movable finger ribbon is attached as shown in plate Jl12 and that cotter pin is properly spread. I
Do not bend or otherwise change shape of new movable finger. The tension of each leg of the
hairpin spring Ref. If properly adjusted, the movable finger will definitely return to a central
position after movement in either direction. The position of the movable finger is adjustable by
means of oversize holes in the bracket Ref. When adjusting be sure that banner is hanging tin a
perfectly vertical position, not influenced by wind, then locate movable finger diamond so that it
rests centrally in relation to the diamond contact guide Ref. Recheck the adjustment after the
mounting screws are tightened. Replace movable finger if its diamond becomes badly worn or
chipped or if the contact wings are worn to less than one-half their original length. Lubricate the
diamonds with a small amount of light grease such as Alemite. Carefully remove old grease
each time this operation is performed. Lubricate the pivot pin with Pale Semaphore Oil. Terminal
Board - Ref. The terminal board is adjustable laterally by means of slotted holes where it is
attached to base casting and it is to be so located that the center of the stationary contact guide
Ref. Where porcelain terminal boards are used, care must be taken not to overtighten the
screws to avoid breakage. Where Bakelite terminal boards are used, these screws may be
tightened firmly. Movable Finger Stop - Ref. The function of the movable finger stop is to guide
the path of the movable finger diamond. It is to extend outward at right angles to the length of
the terminal board and parallel vertically to the path of the movable diamond. Do not bend this
part unless necessary to correct an already distorted adjustment. Do not make this adjustment
until the movable finger and the terminal board have been properly adjusted. Stationary Contact
Adjustment. New Stationary Contacts Ref. With the slotted end or the contact held against a flat
surface the point "B" of the contact should be in the same plane. The end "B" is to be parallel to
the contact. No other bending or this part is permitted. The top member of the Stationary
Contact Bracket is to extend across the top of the terminal board at "right angle" and no
bending or this part is permitted other than to correct already faulty adjustment. When the
stationary contact is assembled on its bracket, the screws shown as "A" in Fig. On mechanisms
not equipped with these screws, it I will be necessary to replace the movable finger before wear
has progressed far enough to cause loss of contact pressure. The screw shown as "B" in Fig.
Brake Adjustment. Brake mechanism is to be assembled as shown on plate J The extensions of
the brake arms Ref. Brake arms and angle piece Ref. When installing new brake arms it will
probably be necessary to bend the angle piece. To avoid distortion of other parts, do not
attempt to bend the angle piece while assembled to mechanism. Remove brake arm and hold in
vice. Increasing the clearance of the angle piece will increase the brake pickup voltage so avoid
over bending. The maximum pick up is volts measured across the coils when the voltage is
gradually increased with a variable resistance in series with the bell control. The operating
stroke of the brake arm is adjustable within certain limits by bending the brake arm support Ref.

When this adjustment is complete, the brake arm support must be parallel to the top of the slot
in the armature when the brake is picked up. It is frequently found that sufficient adjustment
cannot be made by bending the brake arm support. This is usually due to improperly located
brake drum Ref. To set the brake drum, loosen the supporting screws Ref. If properly set the
ends of the brake arms will have the required clearances and will be approximately the same
distance away from the brake band in any part or the mechanism stroke. Brake drums on
mechanisms that have been shopped since March, will have the brake drums doweled in the
proper position and these are not to be moved. Spring tension is adjustable by means of screw
Ref. On mechanisms equipped with double springs as shown in Fig. To adjust first turn both
spring supporting screws upward until springs are slack, then hold the brake band so that it is
centered in relation to the armature and turn each screw downward until the turns in the spring
just start to separate. If further adjustment is necessary, turn each screw equally. Ribbons are
to be installed as shown in Fig. Replace ribbons if breakage of the fine strands has started to
develop. Ribbons are to be somewhat shortened from their full extended length by uniformly
bunching the weave together, are to be carefully trained in a position that prevents contact with
other parts. Bell Mechanism - See plate JH Internal operating parts of the bell mechanism shall
be inspected every three months or whenever faulty action of the gong indicates that attention
is required. Remove bell cover casting with gong attached to make this inspection. Check
wearing surfaces of striker hub pawls JH and stationary bell tripper JH and replace if badly
worn. Remove gummed oil and dirt and apply Pale Semaphore Oil on the pivot pins and a small
amount of light grease at the point where the tripper engages the pawls. Bearing surfaces of
striker hubs, JHR and L, are to be kept free of gummed oil and dirt and lubricated with Pale
Semaphore oil. Disassemble for cleaning if necessary. Bell ringer springs, JHR and L, are to be
replaced if broken or badly distorted from their original shape. A properly adjusted spring will
appear as shown in Fig. Bell strikers JH should strike the gong with equal force to obtain
uniform sound. Tighten cap screws when adjustment is complete. Assembly of the gong shell
JH to bell cover must be kept tight to provide a clear audible tone of the gong. Gaskets on doors
Ret. It gaskets are defective, replace the door and send to shop for repairs. Flag holder casting
Ref. Plate Jl12 is to be kept tight on the armature shaft. Erratic action or failure of the wigwag
will result from improper location of this part. Should considerable play be found at this point, it
is probable the taper key is worn and the mechanism should be shopped. Banner pipe is to be
kept securely tightened in the flag holder casting. Banners are to be kept neatly painted and
roundels clean. Inspect lamp receptacle, wiring and connections. Should a banner be found
which has been damaged in any way, such as being struck by a high load on a truck, replace
the banner and carefully inspect all other details of the mechanism. A broken armature shaft
may not immediately interfere with the wigwag operation but can result in ultimate failure if not
detected. Ball bearings Ref. Our mechanisms are equipped with several types of bearings which
are shielded in various manners and as the shields may prevent the oil from reaching the
bearings, an effort must be made to apply oil, to both sides. The oil cup where provided is
intended for the outside and the grooves in the armature hub next to the end castings are for
the inside. Do not get oil on wiring or other parts where oil is not intended. Carefully wipe up
surplus oil which drains from the bearings. The air gap between the armature and magnet pole
pieces is set to a minimum of. This clearance is sometimes impaired by rust growth on the pole
surfaces, warpage of the castings or bearing wear. Check this clearance occasionally with a
feeler guage and if a clearance of less than. When new wigwag is installed and at least once
yearly thereafter, it must be tested to see that it will operate reliably on its minimum rated
operating voltage which is 5. To make this test, connect a variable resistance having a capacity
of at least 4 amperes in series with the control wire. With the control wire energized and the
banner held stationary in the vertical position, adjust the resistance so that 5. Then open the
control circuit, let the banner come to rest and again close the control circuit. The wigwag must
start in both directions and operate reliably with this amount of resistance in the circuit. If
wigwag fails to meet this test check all features outlined herein and if this fails to correct the
conditions, change it out. Should wigwags be encountered in which adjustments as outlined
herein are not obtainable, change them out and send to shop for correction. Porcelain terminal
boards are to be replaced with bakelite terminal boards. Porcelain bracket supports are to be
replaced with bakelite bracket support Ref. Use a factory equipped bracket to obtain detail for
this work. When ordering new condensers to replace contact condenser Ref. Pyranol
Capacitors No. Two of these will be required to replace the one double unit Ref. The new
capacitors are to be located near the banner end of the base casting on the terminal side of the
terminal board in such position that they do not interfere with brake adjustments or with
terminals. Mechanism is to be wired for independent lamp control as shown on wiring diagram
JH52l, Plate 10 Bulletin No. No welding is to be done on wigwag parts other than top cover

casting Ref. Mechanism is to be completely dismantled and all parts thoroughly cleaned. All
cast iron parts are to be painted with aluminum paint, care being taken to keep paint off pole
surfaces of armature and magnets. These are to be treated with Union Pole Face Treatment or a
good grade of clear lacquer when other adjustments are completed. Also keep paint from all
other assembly surfaces. If insulation on field coils and leads are in good condition, coils are
not shorted or loose on pole pieces, they need not be removed from the pole pieces.
Replacement coils are 1. Coils may be either shop made or purchased. On mechanisms not
already equipped with coil supports Ref. Plate Jl12 one of these is to be installed on each side
of each coil in the center of the pole piece. Coils are to be firmly wedged in place with maple
wedge Ref. Magnet coils are to be so connected that the same relative magnet polarity is
obtained on each side. This may be tested by use of a compass. When the coils are energized,
the pole pieces nearest the gong end of the mechanism shall attract the same end of the
compass needle and the pole pieces nearest the gong end shall attract the opposite end of the
needle. Ball Bearings. Unshielded type ball bearings are to be discarded. Bearings are to be
shielded on one side only and installed on the armature with the shied toward the outside of the
mechanism. One shield may be removed from a fully shielded bearing. On mechanisms so
equipped remove the oil cup if any and I plug the hole. Print plainly across the magnet assembly
on both sides "Half shielded bearings - oil inner side only". Bearings that are to be reused must
be carefully cleaned and freed from all traces of hardened grease. If cleaned bearing does not
spin freely without roughness do not reuse. Bearings are to be packed with light Marfax grease
to protect them while mechanism is in storage. This will be supplemented by periodical
lubrication with Pale Semaphore Oil in the field. Brake drum Ref. Shops repairing these
mechanisms are equipped with a special tool for this purpose. After drum is tightened in the
proper position, it is to be secured by dowels 1 taper pins installed through end casting and
drum adjacent to the mounting screws. This may be done before mechanism is reassembled.
Brake arms Ref. If difficulty is experienced in obtaining adjustment check the location of the
armature pins Ref. Brake springs are to be installed as shown on the brake spring plan. Spring
Fig. Spring bracket Fig. In some instances, it may be necessary to use longer machine bolts to
provide a full length thread for the nut. The top portion of the base on the end casting is usually
slightly sloped or may have rough projections which will prevent the spring bracket from
extending straight out from the end casting. In these instances, it will be necessary to dress the
bottom of the spring bracket with a file or to chip rough projections from the castings. The
spring bracket must be parallel to the base casting and stove bolt must extend straight up and
parallel to the end casting. Adjustments after assembly shown in Fig. The following procedure
is to be observed when assembling wigwag mechanism: a First assemble end castings,
bearings and armature to base casting with bearings in perfect alignment. Do not force or
spring end castings into position to obtain alignment of holes for dowel pin Ref. In some
mechanisms, the existing dowel holes may not provide perfect alignment of bearings and it may
be necessary to re-ream them and install oversize pin or to drill new dowel holes after the end
castings have been tightened to the base casting. The armature must move with perfect
freedom. Attach the special protractor, which has been provided for this purpose, to the end
casting by means of the striker hub pivot screw holes. Attach the pointer to the armature shaft
and set it to read zero on the protractor scale. Move the armature by hand and allow it to return
gradually to zero by gravity. If bearings are perfectly free, a zero reading will be obtained after
movement in either direction. Install the flag holder casting and tighten screws just tight enough
that casting can be twisted on the shaft. Install taper pin Ref. Install the "Test Banner" which
has previously been perfectly balanced. If the flag holder casting is properly located, the pointer
on the protractor will read zero and the flag holder casting screws can be tightened securely
and taper pin driven firmly. If the reading obtained is not zero, remove the taper pin, locate the
casting as required and tighten screws Ref. If the difference in the alignment of the taper pin
holes is not too great, ream with taper pin reamer and install oversize pin. If the banner is
perfectly balanced, a zero reading will also be obtained if the banner is rotated one-half turn in
the flag holder casting. Remove banner when above adjustments are complete. Install banner
and re- set protractor pointer to zero. Then install magnets. The back portion of the pole pieces
of part Ref. The remaining one-half portion of the pole surfaces are machined on a straight
angle to provide additional clearance on the initial pullover of the armature. The initial setting of
the magnets should be made so that the radius of the back portion of the pole pieces is parallel
to the radius of the armature, although in final adjustment it may be necessary to tilt the
magnets slightly toward the armature which will decrease the front clearance and increase the
pullover from the normal vertical position of the armature. This occurs at 11 degrees from the
vertical position in either direction. When the magnets are finally adjusted tho mechanism must
start and move a minimum of 11 degrees in either direction when a maximum of 4. This test is

made with a voltmeter connected across the coils and a variable resistor in series with the coils.
Adjust voltage while banner is held stationary, open the circuit and reclose when the banner is
at rest. The minimum air gap between the armature and pole faces is to be not less than. After
the magnet adjustments are complete they are to be locked in position by pouring molten lead
in the space where mounted on the end castings. Brake pick up measured on a gradual increase
of voltage should not exceed 3. Galls Wig Wag Flasher Wiring Diagram â€” wiring diagram is a
simplified within acceptable limits pictorial representation of an electrical circuit. It shows the
components of the circuit as simplified shapes, and the knack and signal contacts in the
company of the devices. A wiring diagram usually gives opinion approximately the relative aim
and treaty of devices and terminals on the devices, to put up to in building or servicing the
device. A pictorial diagram would perform more detail of the bodily appearance, whereas a
wiring diagram uses a more symbolic notation to emphasize interconnections higher than brute
appearance. A wiring diagram is often used to troubleshoot problems and to create certain that
every the associates have been made and that everything is present. Architectural wiring
diagrams work the approximate locations and interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and
long-lasting electrical facilities in a building. Interconnecting wire routes may be shown
approximately, where particular receptacles or fixtures must be upon a common circuit. Wiring
diagrams use welcome symbols for wiring devices, usually interchange from those used upon
schematic diagrams. The electrical symbols not lonesome feint where something is to be
installed, but with what type of device is mammal installed. For example, a surface ceiling
lighthearted is shown by one symbol, a recessed ceiling fresh has a substitute symbol, and a
surface fluorescent well-ventilated has marginal symbol. Each type of switch has a interchange
parable and consequently get the various outlets. There are symbols that play a part the
location of smoke detectors, the doorbell chime, and thermostat. A set of wiring diagrams may
be required by the electrical inspection authority to implement attachment of the address to the
public electrical supply system. Wiring diagrams will also complement panel schedules for
circuit breaker panelboards, and riser diagrams for special facilities such as flare alarm or
closed circuit television or further special services. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential
for the website to function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic
functionalities and security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal
information. Any cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and
is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents
are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running
these cookies on your website. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll
assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept Reject Read More. Close
Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate
through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on
your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We
also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website.
These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option
to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing
experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. Ih Wiring Diagram â€” wiring
diagram is a simplified conventional pictorial representation of an electrical circuit. It shows the
components of the circuit as simplified shapes, and the capacity and signal associates with the
devices. A wiring diagram usually gives counsel very nearly the relative direction and accord of
devices and terminals on the devices, to put up to in building or servicing the device. A pictorial
diagram would be active more detail of the innate appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a
more symbolic notation to put the accent on interconnections higher than creature appearance.
A wiring diagram is often used to troubleshoot problems and to make distinct that all the friends
have been made and that everything is present. Architectural wiring diagrams take effect the
approximate locations and interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and unshakable electrical
facilities in a building. Interconnecting wire routes may be shown approximately, where
particular receptacles or fixtures must be on a common circuit. Wiring diagrams use all right
symbols for wiring devices, usually swing from those used upon schematic diagrams. The
electrical symbols not by yourself function where something is to be installed, but moreover
what type of device is creature installed. For example, a surface ceiling open is shown by one
symbol, a recessed ceiling vivacious has a interchange symbol, and a surface fluorescent light
has substitute symbol. Each type of switch has a exchange symbol and hence attain the various
outlets. There are symbols that produce an effect the location of smoke detectors, the doorbell
chime, and thermostat. A set of wiring diagrams may be required by the electrical inspection
authority to approve connection of the habitat to the public electrical supply system. Wiring
diagrams will in addition to count up panel schedules for circuit breaker panelboards, and riser

diagrams for special facilities such as ember alarm or closed circuit television or further special
services. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This
category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the
website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be
particularly necessary for the website to func
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tion and is used specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded
contents are termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to
running these cookies on your website. This website uses cookies to improve your experience.
We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept Reject Read More.
Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you
navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are
stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the
website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this
website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the
option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your
browsing experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary.

